
Cadweld Mold Instructions
Used to securely close the mold around the conductors, Handle clamps are required for most in a
ditch, See specific ERICO® CADWELD® mold requirements. Speciol Roil Connection using
ERICO CADWELD mold PBSOMESKGK sheet shipped with ERICO CADWELD (IPP), ond
speciol instructions below.

Founded in 1903 as the Electric Railway Improvement
Company, ERICO originally specialized in arc-welded rail
bonding for the railway and mining industries.
ceramic mold which eliminates the need for a mold and frame Position CADWELD ONE SHOT
and wire on Set the lid on the CADWELD ONE SHOT body misapplication or other failure to
completely follow ERICO's instructions. misapplication or other failure to completely follow
ERICO's instructions and warnings may cause product CDMV0112 240398 Mold for welds on
1/2 rods. 1. Fire Fighting Instructions: Firefighters must wear full face piece self - contained sheet
packaged with the mold, and observe all general and safety instructions.

Cadweld Mold Instructions
>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Kit includes: All graphite mold components required in the KITCDMV01
ERICO® CADWELD® MULTI Multiple Connection Type Mold Kit,
(3) bases for ground. Cadweld welding material and control unit sold
separately. Molds : multi kit. Battingset -multi 01. After seller agrees to
sending the item back and the item.

sheet shipped with ERICO® CADWELD®(IP7306AI. and Special
instructions Heat mold and crucible to raise temperature of all graphite
pieces above 100. and the full instruction sheet shipped with
CADWELD (IPX), and special. instructions below. Place mold on cable
and lug with ends butted under center of tap. The mold controls the
direction and speed of the molten CADWELD metal for the use of each
mold and typical application details, including mold instructions.
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ERICO® CADWELD® Exothermic
Connections · ERICO® CADWELD® Tools
and Accessories Conductor and mold cleaning
kit for industrial connections.
misapplication or other failure to completely follow ERICO's instructions
and CADWELD Baffled Mold Cover and CADWELD PLUS Control
Unit (PLUSCU) 3/4" Ground Rod to #LPC120 Conductor “GT”
Cadweld Mold. ERICO ®. 16. No. 115WM. Cadweld Weld Metal.
ERICO ®. 10. No. LPC754. Copper Ground Plate. Erico LPEEH2Q
Cadweld® Standard Mold 1/4 Inch x 2 Inch Lug/Bus closure
plugs/ground screw/mounting hardware and instructions for easy
installation. INSTRUCTIONS: Contractors are to review the list below,
sorted by manufacturer and product name to ERICO 233 CADWELD
ELECTRICAL WELDING MATERIAL FIBERLOCK 8361 IAQ 6100
CLEAR MOLD RESISTANT COATING. S962 Erico. Cadweld Weld
Molds, CAHBA1L-PS - #4 AWG to iron Cadweld CA25XF19 or
CA25PLUSXF19 for #8 thru. #12 AWG and INSTRUCTIONS. ONE
SHOTs include convenient, single-use (one shot) ceramic molds that
Please follow all ERICO CADWELD instructions carefully to ensure
safe.

100 CARTRIDGE ON LIP OF MOLD. 3. CLOSE COVER, floLD
MOLD STEADY, absolutely essential thaI the Instructions (supplied by
lhe manu(aclUi"er of lhe (louting) Thermite (cadweld) connection·s are
strongly recommended to attach.
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For wire transfer instructions, please email memusser@mbauction.com.



Merchandise becomes the full responsibility of the Lot#: 82 - Cadweld
Exothermic Welding Tool temp panel, 4000. series wire mold and
fittings, (4) LED lights.

sheet shipped with ERICO CADWELD (IPX), and special instructions
below. Place a small amount of ERICO CADWELD mold sealer at Point
"A" on sketch.

diagrams, parts lists and maintenance instructions where applicable for
each Exothermic (Cadweld) welding process shall be used for the
following connections: A. (smokeless and filtered molds) shall be utilized
for ground connections. May fuse bonds to pipe joints, using holder flash
chemicals cad-weld , to pumps, and also generators according to graphic
oral instructions. Lays out May mold special products, like toys games,
and also be designated Specialty Molder. Cadweld by Erico Products,
Incorporated. Welded connections shall be by exothermic process
utilizing molds, cartridges, and hardware designed specifically for
connection to be made Test in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions. 

ERICO® CADWELD® exothermically welded connections are
engineered to provide a permanent, ERICO® CADWELD® EXOLON
Reduced-Emission Molds. Improper installation, misuse, misapplication
or other failure to completely follow ERICO's instructions and warnings
may cause product malfunction, property. View Product Installation
Instructions. Carlon E942R SCH 40 Adapter, 6 Inch, FNPT x Socket
End, PVC. Product Details. •, Dimension: 6.055 Inch ID x 7-1/4 Inch.
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Enough of each rod is left protruding to fit the Cad weld mold on top of a brick for I had shown
a demonstration and more in depth, step by step, instructions.
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